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Come along with Janie Fricke and T. G. Sheppard as they
guide you on a26-hour state-by-state, star-studded country music spectacular, only stopping
long enough to visit with country music's foremost superstars, including:
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26-hour blockbuster radio special contains 10 commercial avails for atotal of 260 minutes of
pure profit potential!
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Promotions

Radio's Playground Of The Imagination

Throughout the years, radio has turned to promotions as a means of adding an extra dimension to its programming offerings. Promotions, whether a
simple giveaway, a complex registration/participation contest with progressive
clues and a final drawing, or a gathering of hundreds of thousands of people,
are more prevalent in radio than in any other medium. More than that, radio
promotions are clearly different — in a newspaper, magazine, or TV contest or
promotion, every element is down in black and white ( or color) in words and
pictures. On radio, without the visuals, words and sounds are used to create an
air of mystery, a tantalizing tease, an added dimension of imagination.
One glance at the contents of this special will illustrate that idea. Treasure
hunts, fantasy concerts, the Last Contest — all were conceived to stimulate
listeners' imaginations. And when radio ventures into the world outside, it provides an outlet for the most colorful exhibitions and stunts, or a setting for
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massive crowds of listeners to celebrate and have a good time.
In this special, we've highlighted a representative sample of the most
outstanding radio promotions over the years. With a publication of this size, it
would be misguided to claim we've assembled the definitive study on every important radio promotion ever devised; instead, we've put together a selection
of varied notable promotions that we hope will provide you enjoyment and
perhaps trigger a few great promotional ideas of your own.
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WQXI's Ramblin' Raft Race
The WQXI Ramblin' Ra§t Race was
probably the longest running yearly
promotion of its kind and size in history, a
spectacular blending of show business,
tourism, and good will promoted by radio.
With hundreds of thousands attending, the
Raft Races were an Atlanta milestone.
Looking at its humble
beginnings and what
led to its downfall,
WQXI-AM-FM
VP/GM Jerry Blum
recounted the events
to R&R:
"The raft race took place for the first
time in avery nonchalant manner as a
challenge from aGeorgia Tech fraternity to
the WQXI jocks. There was no big meeting
between PD Bill Sherard and myself to
make this the biggest promotion of all time.
The first year, 1968, we had agrand total
of about 300 people show up to watch. Next
year about 8000. By the third year, over
30,000 came to watch and participate. At
that point we decided to package the
promotion. Coca-Cola, Budweiser Beer,
Aztec Suntan Lotion, and Rich's, alocal

department store, became the sponsors. We
held it to four sponsors only to avoid clutter.
"Each year, as soon as we'd finish one
raft race, we had to start work on the next
one. It became so successful that Larry
Patrick, who was in the original race,
founded the
American Rafting
Association. We had
to buy the rights to it
from him each year.
"Visitors from all
over the world came
to watch hundreds of rafts of every size and
shape and design hit the water, and
sometimes sink. We had prizes for designs of
rafts, but most people just came out for a
good time. Crowds ended up topping
350,000.
"Last year we ended up doing it
without help from the American Rafting
Association, and it cost us upwards of
$250,000. This kind of publicity, though, is
hard to put adollar value on. Unfortunately,
the size and many complications killed it.
TV and newspaper really led to its demise.
"In 1978 atelevision

reporter was on
camera saying,
we
don't have a
drowning, then we
don't have astory.' It
wasn't enough that
this many people were having agood time.
Then last year, the newspapers headlined the
front page ' Four Feared Drowned At Raft
Race.' Actually only one person drowned.
and it was the only death in 12 years. The
papers continued to editorialize against us,
and in the end turned the town against the
raft race. The State
Legislature eventually
outlawed it.
"This is so
ridiculous. The raft
race represented
anywhere from two to
five million dollars in yearly revenue and
taxes to the city and state. It is the highest
selling beer and soda day year after year in
history. Now it's all gone. But to me, the
conception and eventual fulfillment of the
WQXI Ramblin' Raft Race was the greatest
promotion effort ever."

KNBR's Bathtub Regatta
Instead of soliciting awhole raft of rafts,
KNBR/San Francisco has cornered the
aquatic bathtub market with its " Bathtub
Regatta." Staged on the Oakland Estuary
for the last seven
years (shifting this
year to another oceanadjacent location), the
event draws some of
the most spectacularly
unlikely seagoing.
crafts ever conceived, with the one unifying

feature of containing an actual bathtub
somewhere in the design. 30,000 people
attended the last Regatta, with about 200
tubs competing.
The promotion started as arestaurant
promotion with only KNBR staffers racing
tubs. Members of the public demanded the
opportunity to jump in. and the event
mushroomed. Prizes are awarded for speed
and unusual design. No admission or entry
fees are charged, but proceeds from food and
drink booths are donated to the Northern

California Children's Hospital Medical
Center. KNBR Promotions Director
Isabelle Lemon summarizes the Regatta's
impact: " It is an
event. A spectacle It
allows our listeners to
promote us while
promoting themselves.
It's agreat publicity
vehicle and agreat fundraising event. As
one Bay Area station said, ' It's one of the
great parties of the year.' "
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Radio is our only business.
That's why we're better at radio
sports than anyone else.
Mutual Radio means big time sports. We carry
more of it than any other radio network in the
country. This year our expanded sports lineup
includes 16 NFL Sunday games, all Notre Dame and
top college contests and five major bowls.
And since sports fans are anotoriously loyal
bunch, Mutual plays to team loyalties with regional
play-by-plays of all the Falcons', Cowboys', Chiefs'
and Steelers' games; as well as live coverage of all
63 Southwest Conference college games.
Every season is achampionship season for
Mutual Radio sports. We bring you the fast breaking action from the NBA All-Star Game and

NBA Playoffs, tee-to-green coverage of 11 major
professional golf tournaments and ace reporting
direct from Wimbledon and the U.S. Open Tennis
Championships. Plus 37 "Wide Weekend of Sports"
live coverage broadcasts from practically every
major sporting event taking place each Saturday
and Sunday.
But it's not the quantity of our coverage that
attracts our avid national audience. It's the quality.
Our sports commentators report to our listeners
as though they were on the sidelines together.
Nobody plays sports as well as Mutual. That's
why we're better at it than anyone else.

IntekhilltED MEMOItiœ
The Original KOWH Treasure Hunt
Man The Shovels . . . There's $100,000 In Buried Treasure!!!
comments of KOWH's 1955 afternoon
man, Kent Burkhart.
"KOWH was the first Top 40 station,
owned by Todd Storz. We were adaytimer, but had a60 share.
"We decided to have a $ 100,000

For getting listeners actively involved
in apromotion, it would be hard to surpass the KOWH/Omaha Treasure
Hunt in 1955. This $100,000 promotion
also got the local police and government
officials very much involved, and helped
effectively rule out future contests which
called for the disruption of property by
prize-seekers looking for buried treasure. You'll see why after you read the

treasure hunt, and three weeks before
the actual day of the event we promoted
it every break, saying, '
KOWH, your
$100,000 Treasure Hunt Station.' With
all the advance publicity, there wasn't
one public official or policeman worried
about the results.
"On the day of the treasure hunt, I
was giving the final clues as to the
destination. By this point over 100,000
people were headed for Council Bluffs,
just across the river, to dig for the

treasure. We had buried it in afarmer's
field in alipstick tube under some hay,
in the ground. By the time they were
through with the field, this farmer never
had to plow it again.
"The police were banging on the door,
and Todd had told me not to let them in.
They called on the phone and asked
where he was. Itold them probably over
in Council Bluffs. Off they went to arrest
him. What made everyone so frantic
about the treasure was that at 5pm, the
prize money dropped to $ 1000. But _à
someone did find it around 4:30pm
"The excitement built up by this was
amazing. The field was devastated. By
far, this was the best promotion Iwas
ever directly involved with."

Pyramid Power At KMBZ

lir

While treasure hunts involving the
airing of hourly or daily clues leading
to the demolition of various pieces of
properly became illegal, treasure hunts
of the imagination could still flourish.
One of the more notable of these
modern-day treasure hunts was
KMBZ/Kansas City's "
Mystery
Of The Pyramids - contest. PD Steve
Bell remembers:
"We did it in the fall of 1978. Rwas a
clue contest with aprize of $ 10,000 in
gold and jewels. We gave a new clue
each day, broadcast hourly. The inspiration was the real treasure hunts of the
50's and 60's which are now illegal
because of property damage — so we
made it apostcard contest with adrawing in case of atie.

"Our entire advertising campaign
was based on the contest. KMBZ
billboards featured a large treasure
chest with contents that sparkled in
jewel colors and the message, ' Win
$10,000 in gold and jewels from KMBZ.'
The same treasure chest showed up in
the hands of our jocks in the station TV
spots. All the personalities were costumed outlandishly and were photographed

with areal live camel. As amatter of
fact, aclue was contained in the television spots; but the overall impression of
the spots was that the mystery location
was in Egypt. It wasn't. It was in Mexico.
"Executing the promotion was areal
educational experience for me. Iread a
dozen books on Egypt and on Mexico,
studied maps and travel brochures.
Postcards were pouring in by the hundreds every day. Ihad to read every one
and ' stay ahead of the contestants,' so
to speak, to make the promotion last its
scheduled four weeks.
"Was the ' Mystery of the Pyramids' a
successful promotion? Absolutely! Not
only did we have a number one Arbitron, but we also got something
very rare — letters of appreciation from
contestants who did not win! The
listeners seemed to enjoy the * thrill of
the hunt.' "
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"THERE'S NO BETTER
PROMOTION THAN GREAT
PROGRAMS, CONCERTS
AND SPECIALS"

AMERICAS # 1PRODUCER OF NATIONALLY
SPONSORED RADIO PROGRAMS,
CONCERTS & SPECIALS
Los Angeles
9540 Washington Blvd.
Culver City, CA 90230 • ( 213) 204-5000

New York
575 Madison Ave., Suite 1006
New York City, N.Y. 1002 • ( 232) 486-0227
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nthe field of outstanding radio promotions,
the one that comes to
mind for many is the
"Last Contest," created
by Jack McCoy, who in
1972 was in charge of
research and development for Bartell Broadcasting. He went on to
develop RAM Research,
and now runs Unidyne
Publishing and Mailing in
San Diego. Jack talks
about the Last Contest:

The Last

Contest

T

he idea transcended
Christmas and was done
twice in 1973 as the " Little
Blue Winner Card," again on
WMAK. The idea quickly
spread and Fairbanks Broadcasting in Indianapolis copyrighted the " Magic Ticket." As
a syndicated contest, the concept came complete with hundreds of thousands of custom
designed direct mail pieces (all
individually serial-numbered)
and complete marketing advice. FirstCom Broadcast Services in Dallas offered the " Hot
Ticket," which gave listeners
instant chances to win by scrat-

"T

he Last Contest took
over 21
2 years from in/
ception to the first airing, partly because everyone thought I
was crazy to run such a contest. Finally, KCBQ/San Diego
gave me the go-ahead. In disguise, the Last Contest was actually a sales promotion that
was totally invisible on the air,
but brought devastatingly high
ratings to the station.

"I

named it the Last Contest
because in those days if
you gave away 30 cars in 30
days, your competition did the
same, but added $ 10,000 to
it," he recalled. "Then you
would come back and add a
house to it. It ended up with
stations going broke, just trying to outdo each other.
44

Twas

he strategy behind it
to have so many
promos, and have the prizes offered be so incredible, that
once you got rolling, your competition could never catch up.
They couldn't imagine how all
of these promos were running,
yet they never repeated! We offered Ferarris, a Lear Jet...
anything outrageous but within reach financially for the station.

"E

ch promo, and there
ere thousands, was
elaborately produced with
sound effects. Listeners were
afraid to turn off the radio for

direct mail concepts in all
of radio. The serial numbered WMAK Christmas
Cards, which carried a
group photo of the jock
staff into thousands of
Nashville homes that holiday season, were used to
give away prizes. When
the serial numbers were
called on the air, listeners
were checking for "a
match," which made
them winners.

fear of missing aprize package.
When Iwent on to market the
contest to about 60 or 70 stations, Ifigure Imust have cut
over 15,000 promotions.

"B

esides defeating the
competition, it ended
up blowing out phones everywhere. This was the undoing of
the Last Contest. The phone
company figured that over
70% of the phones were being
used during Phase II, when the
second phone number was announced, and the winners had
their choices of any prize
package they wanted.

"0

fall the stations that
ran the Last Contest,
only four did not increase their
ARB points. It was so successful at KCBQ that we had a
100% share point lead over the
next station. With that kind of
success, and the contest run-

ning in so many markets by the
next sweep, it was knocking
phone systems out all over the
country.

"T

ile Last Contest was
successful because only
two prizes were actually given
away, and the competition was
devastated. But it caused such
communications problems that
Ihad to pull it off the market."

That's The

Ticket!
W

hat began as aminor Christmas promotion at WMAK/Nashville in the early seventies
has developed into one of
the most widely-used

ching thin coverings off the
ticket's face with acoin (much
like many of the recent fast
food chains' contests).
have

raved

1 about these contests as
great ways to put their call letters into thousands of homes.
And while such promotions
can be expensive, the results
have generally been quite
favorable in terms of increased
station awareness and better
ratings. Naturally there have
been countless variations on
the direct mail promotion concept, but WMAK's Christmas
card started a renaissance of
"ticket" promotions that have
now run in hundreds of markets all over the country.
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The ultimate prime time artist
spotlight is alive radio concert
broadcast. The ultimate source
is Starfleet Blair Inc. J

For more information call Starfleet Blair (617) 262-0220; 535 Boylston Street, Boston, MA 02116.

SUPER GLOSSY

PER STICKERS

THAT DON'T FADE!
The new technology of ultra violet screen printing produces asuper glossy
super hard finish that outlasts conventional processes by at least 300%
For samples and a brochure call us collect

See you at the
NRBA Convention
in Miami

OUTDOOR PROMOTIONS
CALL PAUL JONES COLLECT
(3011539-3636
878 PARK AVENUE, BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21201
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BEFCIRE YOU

LAUNCH INTO
SATELLITE RADIO,
LISTEN TO
OUR PAYLOAD.
One station in your market will soon reap the benefits of Continental
Radio's live 24- hour adult contemporary programming for afraction of
current operating costs. Continental's complete turn- key programming
includes national personalities, news, station jingles, and astart-tofinish satellite downlink package. Audience share in our flagship
market increased over 300% wIth this proven, flexible format. So,
before you launch into satellite radio, listen to the Continental story.
Don't make adecision till you hear our demo tape and complete details.
Call Craig Sherwood or Dick Lee: (804) 393-2501. You'll like the payload
Continental delivers.
See us at booth 74L206 at the
NAB Radio Programming Conference in Chicago.
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CONTINENTAL RADIO
1318 Spratley Street
Portsmouth, Virginia 23704
(804) 393-2501
Division of the CBN-Continental Broadcasting Network, Inc.
© Copyright 1981, CBN-Continental Broadcasting Network Inc.
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The Million Dollar Giveaway
No other station has dared approach
the magic figure of $ 1million before or
since Q102 (WKRQ) and WKRC/Cincinnati decided to give it away during
the Oct/Nov '80 ARB. Q102 PD Jim
Fox explains how it came about.

Cen1W2

"The idea for acontest like this popped into my
mind years ago when Iwas MD at WIFE/Indianapolis. Iwas listening to WLS/Chicago,
which was giving away acar aday for 30 days. I
thought then what it would be like to give away a
million dollars.
"When competitive situations in the market increased, then- PD Randy Michaels and tdiscussed the idea of giving away a million dollars and
saw it as achance to market both the AM and the
FM at one time. We felt this would be abigger impact than billboards or TV.
"We announced where we would be registering
people and they came out to meet us. This was a
side benefit from the contest. All of our per-

The $500,000 Loopsongs
Mystery Riff contests are a minor variation on the venerable idea of excerpting
short bursts of songs in a series and asking listeners to name all the records.
WLUP/Chicago staged one of the most attention-getting of these promotions, both
for the amount given away ($ 500,000 total in five separate prizes) and because crosstown rival WMET
solved the mystery riffs and aired the answers.
PD Max Floyd commented, " It's an idea I've used before, and Iknow other stations have as well.
though certailly not on the scale we did it. It was the time when AOR in general was doing bigger money
contests. WMET was beginning to show real well, and Iwanted something to shake the city up. Iknew the
money idea had done real well in Cincinnati ( see separate story this page), and might work for us here as
well."
The WMET response was unexpected at the time, although in retrospect, Floyd says, " WMET's Torn
Teuber had done this contest in Columbus at WLVQ, so he knew it inside and out. That's probably one of
the reasons they were able to solve it and go on the air with the answers."

sonalities got to show up in every part of town and
meet thousands of folks face to face.
"Hourly phone registration also took place on
both stations. In the end, we registered around
35,000 names for the big drawing, which was
broadcast over both stations simultaneously. The
winning name was given 30 minutes to call a
special phone line for the contest.
"The winner had no trouble getting through.
She was a 16- year- old high school student who
now will receive $25,000 ayear for 40 years.
"One of the great things about the contest is that
Q102 doesn't have to top a million dollars. It
would never have the same impact again."

Y100 & 13Q

The $50,000 Cash Calls
More Than Just Money
The giant cash giveaways have aclose radio relation in the
promotional family: the big merchandise contest. WLS/Chicago has given away several brand new homes during the last

Cash Calls, in which listeners answer
their phones with the name of aradio station in order to win prizes, are one of the
standard promotions. Incentives range
from small cash amounts and merchandise
to lucrative sums of money. Bill Tanner, Metroplex
VP/Programming and Y100/Miami PD/morning

few years with its "WLS Dream Home Giveaway." The legendary Bill Drake

man (and former 13Q/Pittsburgh PD), discusses

era gave us giant prize contests like the " Boss Garage," offering listeners multiple automobiles as loyalty incentives. CKLW/Detroit gave away " His & Her

Heftel's colossal Cash Calls.
"Cash Call is without adoubt the most effective marketing contest Ihave

Corvettes," repeating the contest later with twin GTO's.
In more recent years wise programmers have focused their attention on

ever been involved with. It was first used by Cecil Heftel in Hawaii, and then
we used to kick off Y100 when Buzz Bennett was PD, and Iused it to kick off
13Q. The thing people wanted most was money, and we gave it to them.
"It also did what it was supposed to do, it got people to listen. Miami

the economy, the main problem area for the average radio listener. Prizes like
"your rent or mortgage payment for ayear," free groceries or utilities like electricity, gas, and water all offered listeners something they could relate to in a
very real way.
Whether it's cash or valuable merchandise, radio has always had alove affair with "the big prize." The giant giveaways have fallen in and out of vogue,
but somehow they offer radio promotional possibilities that no other vehicle
can. Expensive necessities and frivolous luxuries make for great contests, and
radio has offered them all to willing listeners.

debuted with around a5share. People all over were saying ' Ilisten to the new
sound of Y100,' or 13Q as the case may be, to win $50,000.
"This contest put the call letters on everyone's lips. It came about at atime
when everyone was using jingles, and we didn't. The call letters became very
recognizable . . . as if they were sung by achoir of angels. One of the great
features about Cash Call was the ability to run it for long periods. With 12- week
ARB's, the longer you can stretch acontest the better."
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WOR's Birthday Game
One of the biggest response contests
in the cash giveaway genre was
WOR/New York's "Birthday Game."
VP/GM Rick Devlin explains the
mechanics of the contest and totals the
response:
"Our ad agency came up with the initial concept
of the birthday game, and the more Ithought
about it, Isaid, 'Why give away toasters and TV
sets? Why don't we give away $ 1000 an hour and
see what happens?'
"Basically, we would announce through random drawings the day/month of your birthdate.
There were two wheels in the studio; we'd spin
both. Say the birthdate that came up was
December 2. We'd go to the vat that held all the
December 2 entries, pick out a name, and that
person would win $500. Then he or she would
have 30 minutes to call back and win another
$500. We ran this nine hours aday ( morning/afternoon drive) for 20 days, and gave out
$180,000 each time we ran it.
"There was phenomenal response. It's the biggest promotion we ever did; well over 2 million
entries, equalling 360 cartons of postcards. It has
since been copied by many of the rock stations
around the country. It's geared to quarter hour
maintenance every hour; it keeps people listening
for afull hour."

Winners By The Car Lot
Many stations have given away cars, usually one per contest. In 1965,
KIMN/Denver, stung by acompetitor, pushed the car giveaway idea to its limits. Ted
Atkins, PD of KIMN at the time and now VP/GM at WTAE/Pittsburgh, tells the
story:
"In early 1965 KIMN was enjoined in battle with anew rock competitor, KBTR. KIMN was owned and
managed by the legendary Ken Palmer, one of the all-time broadcast promotion geniuses. During 1965 we
were able to take KIMN from 15 shares to near- 40 shares with promotional stunts like the one that follows.
"A pre- promotional teaser type announcement on KBTR about the station "giving away automobiles"
prompted Ken Palmer to ask me to stay at the station continuously until further details were aired and then
to call him at once ( this was over aweekend). When they finally broke with the contest, it developed that
they were only giving away two Saab automobiles ( his and hers to use for one year). Icalled Ken at home,
and he asked me to meet him in front of the station. A short drive later, we were on Colfax Avenue, auto
row in Denver. Iasked Ken what he had in mind and he said, ' Watch this!' Pulling up in front of aused car
lot, Ken and Iwere approached by the lot owner, and Ken wrote out apersonal check and bought every
single car on the lot. What followed was not to be believed: KIMN gave away an automobile an hour the entire weekend, and to win, alistener had only to call the radio station and identify acurrent top 10 hit then
being played on the air. Phone lines were jammed over afour- county area. Ican still hear Hal Moore on
the air saying, ' For a ' 61 Ford with radio, air conditioning, and good rubber, name this tune and it's yours'
and then break into " Help" by the Beatles. '
The Carnival Of Cars' on KIMN was aspectacular attentiongetter."

Savings & Loans, T- Bones

//e

The Million
Dollar

Albe

& Rolling Stones
The origin of the "cash grab" contest
is lost in history, but the concept has remained apopular one through the years

Minute \\
R)

and it has given birth to several variations on the

KHJ/Los Angeles was in its final year as aCHR station when it unveiled the
"Million Dollar Minute." The promotion offered one winner achance to scoop his or
her hand into abowl of solid gold Krugerrands and take home as many as could be picked up. TV spots and
billboards teased and then reinforced the giant promotion, as listeners qualified by mail for the drawing
which would determine the lucky gold handler.
KHJ-TV's locally produced " Midmorning L.A." was chosen as the sight for the final drawing. Chuck
Martin, currently PD of KWST/Los Angeles, but PD of KHJ at the time, picks up the story. "The winner
was a 16- year- old girl who was physically quite small. We had figured that the average adult could grab
$18-20,000 in one scoop, but when our winner pulled her hand out, she'd only captured $ 16,000. Since
we'd promoted the contest so heavily and were on TV live, we decided to let her take another scoop and
her grand total came up to around $ 38,000. Let me tell you that abowl filled with amillion dollars worth of
Krugerrands looked pretty damned exciting on TV."
Following the " Million Dollar Minute," KHJ's 12 + share increased from a 1.9 to a2.4. giving the sta-

testereS0eeeeS

ed amount of time to pick up all the loot they
could carry away.
Then came the "grocery grabs" and the " record
runs" and the prizes changed from dollar bills to
doughnuts or from cash to cassettes. Stations
have been known to break their regular programming and broadcast these moments of abject
greed live, providing all their listeners with afew
moments of offbeat fun. The client tie-ins with
these inventive promotions are obvious and the

e

PACIFIC NEWS SERVICE ( PNS)
PNS Audio
Rip'N' Read Daily News Dispatch
Earshot

os ee

eo

director devised acontest wherein winners would
be turned loose in abank vault for apredetermin-

word-of-mouth generated can be considerable.

tion its first " up" book after afive- book downtrend.

eto
.scp

original theme. In the beginning aclever program
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INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
Canadian Thank-You
Conflicting emotions ran high during the time American
hostages were held in Iran. When a Canadian operation
rescued six Americans from Iran, KDKA/Pittsburgh coordinated a massive public thank-you to Canada. PD Lee
Fowler, who devised the promotion along with Promotion
Manager Bobbi Jo Leber and personnel at parent company
Group W, details the sequence of events:
"On Thursday, January 31, 1980, the idea was born. KDK A's morning
man Jack Bogut was doing his show, when acameraman from KDKA-TV
walked into the studio and suggested that Jack play the Canadian national anthem as athank- you to the people of Canada. Jack immediately picked up on
the idea, and we began to generate anationwide thank- you for Canada. Calls

The RKO Australian Exchange
RKO Radio's "Friends Across The Pacific" promotion
for the Bicentennial not only generated audience and enhanced the image of the stations involved, but was an early exploration of satellite technology. Then-RKO National Program Director Paul Drew explains how and why Friends
Across The Pacific took place.
"Friends Across The Pacific had pretty shaky beginnings. It started out
as a phone call from ( RKO Radio's former President) Dwight Case. Alter
talking to all of our PD's, we couldn't generate any positive response for a
joint promotion between the two countries. Then 4IP/Briebane owner
Frank Moore came over and addressed all our PD's at the 1976 R&R Convention and they got very excited and started the ball rolling.
"The promotion turned out to be part of the Bicentennial celebration bet-

were placed to stations CBL/Toronto and CFCF/Montreal,

and ar-

rangements were made for asimulcast the following day. In addition, the programming and promotion departments were able to contact at least one radio
station in each of the United States' various time zones to play the anthem the
following day.
"On Friday morning, Jack Bogut simulcast the Canadian national anthem with CBL and CFCF. Through the facilities of the Canadian Broadcasting Co., the anthem was heard all over Canada, with a thank- you
message from KDKA and the people of Pittsburgh. The Canadian anthem
was also played by WOWO/Ft. Wayne, IN (
KDKA's sister station),
KMOX/St. Louis, KSFO/San Francisco, KALL/Salt Lake City and
WCCO/Minneapolis. After the playing of the anthem, KDKA provided
listeners with an address to which they could send thank- you letters.
"There were so many letters received that the Canadian Broadcasting
Company asked if they could publicly come on KDKA again to thank Pittsburghers for their response."

ween the two countries, with the actual broadcasts taking place just abit late,
from July 23-26, 1976, Between RKO Radio and Australian stations

The China Connection

2SM/Sydney, 3XY/ Melbourne, and 4IP, we spent over $ 500,000 on the
project. We sent KHJ's Charlie Van Dyke, KFRC's Michael Spears,

Capitalizing on the allure of foreign locales has drawn attention to several Talk-formatted stations in recent times.
Utilizing modern technology, such stations are able to permit
listeners to phone in questions live to air personalities on location in other countries, adding to the glamour of the promotion.

WGMS's Mike Cuthbert, WRKO's Dale Dorman, KFRC's Mark McKay,
99X personality Pantie Tarhowsky, and WOR's Patricia McGann over to
Australia for the broadcasts. They in turn sent 2SM'e Rod Muir, Paul Marx,
Trevor Smith and John O'Donnell, 3XY's Bob Baeck and Dick Hemming, and 4IP PD Jeff Mullins over here.
"Aside from the history-making event of the four-day satellite broadcast,
we also were able to introduce America to alot of Australian culture, groups
like AC/DC, Little River Band, John Paul Young, and others.
"The governments of both countries also got involved. One of the
demande on my part for this bioadcast to take place was to have each of our
jocks bring back akoala bear. The import/export laws regarding koalas were
suspended to allow them to be a 200th birthday present from Australia to
America. They now reside at the San Diego Zoo."

A truly

groundbreaking

example

of

international

hookups

was

KTRH/Houston's pair of live talk shows from Shanghai, China in February
1981. GM Hal Kemp and personality Ben Baldwin were on a tour of the
country, and were able to convince Chinese officials to secure the necessary
trunk lines to arrange live calls.
PD Ed Shane commented, " They Ube Chinese) would like to do it again
and take someone else from the station. It's an honor to have actually done the
first broadcast."

HERE'S " SOMETHING YOU SHOULD KNOW"
A daily 90-second feature
that helps you and your
listeners get more
out of life!

We all play the same records, it's what we do in between that
really makes us different ...' Something You Should Know' is
the kind of program that not only makes you different, it
makes you better ... Irecommend it highly."
—Rick Shaw WAXY/Miami-Ft. Lauderdale

— Paul Warner WRTH/St Louis
1636 Voorhees Ave.
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266
(213) 372-6282

RK0 Radio

" the response has been phenomenal' The listeners love it
Ithink every city and every market should have ' Something You
Should Know' — it's that good!"
King Broadcasting

"Something You Should Know' is always useful and interesting ... it's the only non- music element our listeners call about
just to say they like it."
— Cliff Blake 14Q/Worcester

Park City Communications
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Take abreak during the August
NAB Conference in Chicago and stop by
the Satellite Music Network hospitality
suite. When we go on the air September 1,
anew era of radio broadcasting begins.
The economics of satellite transmission are impressive. And the sound is
first class.

We'll be around each day, August 16/
17/18, to share our ideas about the future
of satellite broadcasting. Join us. Give the
Hyatt concierge acall on ext. 15. But if you
can't wait ( or can't attend), call us today:
1-800-331-4806.
Or
call:
1-800-554-1250.
Lsatellite

[.... nemtwusoicrK

Join us at the August NAB Conference in Chicago.

Market,'

LP.
RECORD
&CASSETTE
MAILERS
WE SHIP ANY QUANTITY
ANYWHERE!
PACKAGING FOR THE RECORD INDUSTRY

BROWN PAPER CO., INC.
155 FrankIln Street — New York, NY 10013

(212) 925-8833

This revolutionary sales training
and implementation system is
guaranteed to increase your
stations' billing. We'll wager our
paycheck on it.
What's more, our system will
work in concert with any sales
programs in which you might
have already invested.
We guarantee it! Just as we
guarantee the effectiveness of
this unique and much- needed
plan.

CLASSIC WEST- COAST AIRCHECKS
Available now is our Classic issue NC- 10, featuring the 1974
KWST Beautiful Music to AOR change, and the recent
KWST AOR to CHR changeover ( including acomposite of
the new airstaff — London and Engelman, Bobby Ocean,
etc.) Also on C- I0 are these classics: KFRC/Dr. Don
Rose- I978, KI00/Robert W. Morgan- I974, and KFWB/Elliot
Field- 1960. Cassettes, $ 10. Our KHJ Special, covering
1965-1970 ( NC- 2) and 1971-1980 ( NC- 3) is still available
I
0per cassette.
We also feature current material from San Francisco — San
Diego — Los Angeles, and other major markets.
Write us for aback-issue list and more details.

CALIFORNIA AIRCHECK
Box 4408 — San Diego, CA 92104

Call
Richard Mack
Tricorn Industries, Inc.
(214) 258-1333!

to get a good idea of
what a great idea we
have irt Image
Watches.. paste
your color logo here
OR EVEN BETTER

Send us
your color
logo (Ati
letterhead

photo. brochure. art work)•

along with $ 14.50
and we'll rush you a
personalized watch
sample as our
convincer!
Your company logo in full color is the dial of
ahandsome wristwatch...doing your image
promotion job, round the clock. A timely
idea for incentive, premium, dealer loader,
self- liquidator, business gift. Goldentone
case, leather strap. jeweled swiss movement
with 1year limited warranty. Men's & women's sizes. Remarkably inexpensive even
in small quantities. Catalog sheet & details
on request

IMAGE WATCHES
(manufacturers)

9100 Wilshire Blvd. • West Tower • Suite 1041
Beverly Hills. CA 90212 • ( 213) 273-9012
Attn: Mr. Bee
• For Beet Result

Submit camera-ready

color artwork.

Aircfieck
Factory
Since

1976 THE AIRCHECK

FACTORY has

been serving broadcasters worldwide with
cassette tune- ins to varied formats, interviews, and memorabilia on the monthly
AROUND THE DIAL. In addition, our monthly
profiles offer specific market overviews,
features, and interviews.
To celebrate our 6th anniversary THE AIRCHECK FACTORY offers RADIO Et RECORDS
readers a free sample issue and a 10% discount to all who mention this ad. Write for
your sample, free copy of our monthly
newsletter, and complete list of all features.
P.S. If your audition tape is nothing to cheer
about, ask about our audition tape service.
JOIN US FOR OUR 6TH ANNIVERSARY BY
WRITING TODAY!

TOM KONARD'S

Aircheck Factory
"Aircheck Acres"

Wild Rose, WI 54994

or,

0
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RKO ONE. THE ORIGINAL RKO RADIO NETWORK. PROGRAMMED FOR YOUNG ADULT
MUSIC RADIO STATIONS AND THE 25-34 DEMOGRAPHIC.

RKO TWO. ANEW RKO RADIO NETWORK. OLDER. DESIGNED FOR MUSIC AND
INFORMATION STATIONS WITH AMORE ADULT PROFILE.

RKO RADIOSHOWS. RKO THREE. THE NEXT DIMENSION IN NETWORK RADIO.
OFFERING DEMOGRAPHIC PROGRAMS AND FORMAT BLOCKS FOR ALL RADIO STATIONS.

OVER 200 STATIONS HAVE AFFILIATED SINCE OCTOBER. 1979.
THE UNPRECEDENTED SUCCESS OF RKO ONE IS BASED ON STATION DEMAND FOR:

BEGINNING SEPTEMBER 1st. 1981.
RKO TWO IS ARESOURCE FOR FORMATS APPEALING TO THE 35-44 LIFESTYLE
AND THE EMERGING 25-54 MARKET WITH:

PREMIERING SEPTEMBER 1st. 1981. RKO RADIOSHOWS. SYNDICATION BY SATELLITE
WITH FIRST CALL OPPORTUNITIES FOR RKO ONE AND RKO TWO AFFILIATES.

•DEMOGRAPHIC. INTEGRATABLE PROGRAMMING
Award-winning news— issue- oriented news reporting with aconversational and relatable on- air delivery.
LifesoundTM features— lifestyle- oriented short form shows on everything from show biz to the bizarre.
Entertainment Specials— highly promotable two-hour shows and
concerts featuring music superstars.
Night Time America"—RKOS live 5- hour nightly music show with host
Bob Dearborn.
•STEREO TRANSMISSION BY SATELLITE
High quality audio— full 15 kHz stereo transmission of all program
feeds. an RKO exclusive.
•COMPLETE STATION SERVICE PACKAGE
Interkom—exclusive computer communications link for simplified
affiliate reporting systems.
Program for Affiliate Research ( PAR)—
an Arbitron software system for local
sales and management use.
BMC Co-op Sales Program— acomprehensive and complete local sales
package free to affiliates.
Sales Promotion Support— afull array
of RKO-produced kits for local sale of
Network programming.

RKO
RADIO _
NETWORKS

•COMPLETE SCHEDULE OF INFORMATION PROGRAMMING
Hard News Emphasis— newscasts 24 hours aday with added coverage of international events and economic issues.
In-depth News Support— daily commentaries and expanded newscalls
to all affiliates.
"Ask the Expert" Feature Series— short duration programs hosted by
experts in medicine, money, law and psychology.
Weekly Music Specials— an hour of music and conversation with
broad- based pop and country artists and available for local sale.
Overnight Talk Show— featuring "
America Overnight"
with six hours of
talk radio nightly from Dallas and Los Angeles. First call option for RKO
TWO affiliates.
•STEREO TRANSMISSION BY SATELLITE
High quality audio— all feeds of RKO TWO will be broadcast in 15 kHz
stereo from RKO via Westar Ill.
Earth stations in 200 cities— only RKO offers immediate national
distribution of stereo network
programming.
•STATION SERVICE RESOURCES
Interkom—exclusive computer link with
the network simplifies reporting systems.
Program for Affiliate Research and
BMC Co- op— services available for local
sales use.
•MAJOR LEAGUE COMPENSATION
FOR ALL TOP MARKET STATIONS
TM

RKO
RADIO
NETWORKS

•STEREO TRANSMISSION BY SATELLITE
High quality audio— all RKO Radioshows will be broadcast in full
stereo utilizing RKO's additional space segment on VVestar Ill.
Earth stations in 200 cities— immediate availability on anationwide
basis.
•AMERICA OVERNIGHT" TALK SHOW
Six hours live from Dallas and Los Angeles fed Midnight-6AM ( EST)
Monday through Saturday beginning September 1.1981.
Hosts Ed Busch and Eric Tracy with name stars and nationwide
telephones.
Turn- key program block— highly promotable show with local inventory
for premium nighttime revenues.
First refusal opportunity— for all RKO TWO affiliates.
•THE RKO MINI PAK
Long form entertainment and information shows to supplement local
programming beginning January. 1981.
Radioshows program lineups— to include
weekly countdowns. sports talk shows.
mid- day magazines, live concerts and
daily formatic music blocks.
Fa111981 announcements— scheduling
to be based upon surveys with 500
stations covering 7different formats.

e
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FIRST REFUSAL ON THIS ULTIMATE NETWORK RESOURCE FOR RKO ONE
AND RKO TWO AFFILIATES. NOW'S THE TIME TO TAKE A HARD LOOK
AT RKO AND CALL ( 212) 575-6144 TO LOCK UP YOUR RKO FRANCHISE.

+

RKO RADIO NETWORKS
The Sounds of Success

Now's the time
to take a
second and third
look at RKO.

If you're looking
for the sound of success...

EMBROIDERED PATCHES
For the first time apatch company for the Radio & Record
Industry. Promote your station, band or company on quality
embroidered emblems. Will outlast any T- Shirt or bumper
sticker.
QUICK DELIVERY
Free artwork.
Don't be left out on getting the fastest growing promotional
item in the broadcast industry!
Promotion Of The Month
Fireball
Management
P.O. Box 588, Freeport, NY
11520, (516) 223-1244
Catch us at the NRBA/Miami.
Sept. 13- 16th

A weekly three-hour program of
America's favorite past hits.
Programmers agree: best show of its kind. WZZP/Cleveland, OH Jack Casey, PD
"Response has been great! Ideal adult weekend package!" KIMN/Denver, CO Steve
Keeney, CM " Listeners of all ages love it. Super Cold fits KIMN to a TI" WEBQFM/Harrisburg, IL Larry Walton, PD " Sold out since the day it started, and it's stil/
sold out!" KKBZ/Santa Paula, CA Lindsey English, PD " Total positive response from
our audience!" WPQZ/Clarksburg, WV Bob Hank, PD "Very well received! Ithink it's
terrific and our audience does too!" WCAN/Portland, ME Cary Pahigian, PD " Very interesting show and a lot of great music! A great weekend spotlight!"

102.

For rate and availability in your market,
CALL (303) 7569091.

lotleee

Timberline Productions
Box 9541, So. Station, Denver, CO 80209
• •••• • •••• • •••

fresh every month in
Promotions That Work, the BroadNow,

get them

casters'
sample

Promotion

issue,

Digest.

For

free

send request on station

letterhead to:

625-8 E. Terrace Ave.
Fresno, CA 93704

or call
(209) 226-5400
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GREAT
JINGLES
AT THE NAB
IN CHICAGO
BOOTH 204

CONTINENTAL RECORDINGS
210 SOUTH STREET, BOSTON, MA 02111
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A Heartfelt ' Thank You'...
. . . to all the OMs, GMs, PDs and Jocks who
have used our Personality Helper on their way
to the top. We're in our 2nd Decade of being
#1, no contest, since 1970.
For Fast First Aid for your Jocks, write to us for
pedigrees and air- ready samples.

Not A Gong In A Carload
P.O. Box 25-866
Honolulu, Hawaii 96825
(808) 395-9600

f
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LXIIIDITIOIÏISTS orILT
One way to insure an entertaining promotion is to devise acontest that
allows the more extroverted listeners to
go to extremes to win prizes. A prime
example, as frequently portrayed in
the pages of R&R, is the Jello Jump -stations fill a large vat with some form
of gelatinous muck and allow listeners
to forage for keys to acar or asimilar
prize, in the process completely encasing themselves in acolorful coat of
flavorful goo.
Pictured on this page are a pair of
Jello Jumps, plus a recent variation
from KFDI/Wichita, the Dough Dip,.
which may be an even stickier
proposition. Other examples of exhibitionist contests include cow
chip throwing, mattress sits (pictured), car crams, kissing
marathons, and many more equally astonishing endeavors. A lot of
people like making spectacles of
themselves (especially to win a
prize), and a lot more enjoy watching others making spectacles of
themselves, making these contests
naturals for radio stations.

While most of the exhibitionist
contests were staged by CHR or
Country stations, AOR stations added a wrinkle of their own in the late
70's and early 80's. Capitalizing on
the universal tendency of young
rock fans to mimic their guitar
heroes with imaginary instruments,
stations set up "air guitar" competitions. Noted AOR consultant Lee
Abrams amplifies on the idea:
"One of the most successful promotions I've seen is the air guitar
contest. To the best of my
knowledge, it started at WIOT/Toledo, followed by KEZO/Omaha. I
think Lee Michaels (
of Burkhart/Abrams/Michaels/Douglas) came up with the idea and the
stations picked up on it. Everybody
plays air guitar, so it was a natural
promotion to have a contest of
these people playing imaginary
guitar to their favorite songs to win
prizes. WSHE/Mlaml and several
other stations have taken the idea
to its next logical progression: having air band contests, wherein winners actually opened shows for real
groups."
Pictured above are impressionists
trying to capture the essences of
Ozzy Osbourne (left) and Jimi Hendrix."
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"Since the Katz takeover of
VVTIC AM- FM in January
1977, our share of market,
substantial to start with, has
increased each year.
"And even though WTIC
performs well in the ratings,
Katz sales people never
take any order for granted.

Each opportunity is anew
ball game and is treated
accordingly by knowledgable motivated sales personnel at all Katz offices':
Generating Sales
Power is Katz Radio's business. We're committed to
doing it better than anyone.

"Katz
Radio sales
people
never take
any order for
granted:
Perry S. Ury
President and
Chief Executive Officer
The Ten Eighty Corp/WTIC AM- FM
Hartford, Connecticut

fOR EIIIIDITIODISTS 011LT -In the mid-70's, WNDE/Indlanapolls pulled a switch on the idea of
planting an air personality on a
flagpole or tower by finding a couple who didn't like the radio station
and isolating them on a billboard
until they learned to love it. Former
WNDE PD Murray Green, now GM
at WNYR/Rochester (
where he
repeated this promotion, as have
several others), explains in depth:
"We put abillboard up that said '
IHate WINDY
I260.' We supplied the couple with sleeping space, outdoor commodes, and such. They lived up there and
couldn't come down until either we convinced them we
were agreat radio station or they gave up. We would
talk to them on the rodio once an hour about what they
didn't like about the radio station.
-As time went on, they began to enjoy the radio station. Then we had the billboard changed to read "ILove
WINDY 1260. - It took them 17 days to finally decide
they loved us. They probably just wanted to get off the
billboard!"
This promotion focused olot of attention in town on
the station, with "thousands of visitors - donating
food or gifts to the stranded couple, and
contributing to ahigher profile for WNDE.

The ultimate extension of the exhibitionist contests
is the " Most Outrageous" competitions sponsored
in recent years by stations across the country.
The idea is simple: the winner is the person who
performs the most outrageous feat. And the
competition is fierce; prizewinners include the lady
who shaved her head, covered it with manure, and
sang " IFeel Pretty"; the gentleman who spread pizzc.
mix over his entire car, drove it 50 miles, and ate the
resultant pizza; and the man who blew a ping-pong
ball up a 200- foot hill with four blindfolded, hobbled
women tied to his body. Pictured are a roller skater
who shaved his head and plastered KRLY bumper
stickers over his body, and a " human pastry".
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Wrap up holiday sales early with " Holiday Magic:'
athree-in-one holiday package for contemporary stations from TM Special Projects.
With " Holiday Magic" you can tie the three big yearend holidays into one big six-week contract!
• "Thanksgiving America" (6hours)
• "The Magic of Christmas" ( 18 hours)
• " Happy New Year, America" (6hours)
Each " Holiday Magic" special is bursting with the features, events, traditions, and music
that make them America's greatest holiday celebrations. You and your sales staff can celebrate,
too, with ten minutes of commercial avails per hour to lock up extra holiday dollars EARLY!
Now's the time to plan for an extra joyous holiday season with " Holiday Magic";
call TM Special Projects collect at 214-634-8511.

tm
Special Projects

1349 Regal Row

Dallas, TX 75247

214-634.8511

Produced by Kris Stevens Enterprises. Inc.
e 1981 TM Special Projects. All rights reserved.
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For years, dating back to the early 60's, radio stations increased their visibility by arranging with
suppliers of past hits to put their call letters on oldies anthologies ( see pictured examples). While in a
few cases these anthologies were built around local hits, in general they were fairly standardized
packages of national hits with only artistic customization ( pictures of the station jocks, etc.).
In 1973, KGB/San Diego changed the emphasis by putting out a budget- priced LP ($ 1.01) of new
recordings by local artists. KGB VP/GM Jim Price recalls, "Bill Hergenson got in a song on his KGBAM morning show called ' Chula Vista' that he played on the air. He got such a reaction that others
started sending him songs. From that came the idea to put out an album with proceeds going to the
United Way. We did seven ' Homegrowns' plus a ' Homegrovvn's Greatest Hits.' At their best, they
sold upwards of 60,000 copies."
Since then, stations all over the country, primarily AOR's, seized on the idea of offering local artists a chance to record and gained closer ties with the local music scenes. Recently, a company
called Big Music America started a national contest for local talent, with radio stations issuing LP's,
purchasers voting for their favorite tracks, and ultimately a national competition with a $ 25,000 prize
for the winning artist.

Capitalizing On
Current Events
As an up-to-the-minute medium, providing the
news first, radio has kept a close eye on current
events. And obviously, the news that's on everyone's
mind makes for good promotional tie-ins.
So whenever an appropriate big news story occurs, like aMt. St. Helens eruption or an Olympics or
a baseball strike, stations have been quick to construct contests or giveaways or other forms of
listener participation related to the event. Reactions
to the hostage crisis ranged from coordinating support ( material and emotional) for their families to
sympathy inprisonments in the control room. When
Bermuda Triangle disappearances were the big topic
in Florida, WFTL/Ft. Lauderdale sent first an aircraft and then ayacht into the area, broadcasting live
to increase the suspense. And perhaps the most common example is the radio reaction to gasoline price
hikes — stations across the country staged promotions in which they sold gas for anominal amount and
usually ended up snarling agood portion of the city's
thoroughfares in the process as listeners lined up by
the thousands. It's safe to say that as the news happens, radio will be there, first to report it and then to
tie apromotion to it.

Skylab Is Falling?
When scientists announced that
the Skylab space station would be
falling in 1979 upon an unknown locality, radio stations were quick to
realize it was an event to capture the public's
imagination. With uncertainty reigning over
Skylab's ultimate destination, stations held
drawings to guess where it would land, jocks
took out insurance to protect themselves
from an unfortunate landing, and stations
sold crash helmets to protect their listeners.
WFTL/Ft. Lauderdale took a different
tack — through listener effort and a few
trusty psychics, the station attempted to prevent Skylab from falling. Then-PD Mike
Harvey ( now President of WWSW / Pittsburgh) observed, "The idea was that at a
specified time, stations around the world

would urge their listeners to concentrate
their thoughts on pushing Skylab into a
higher orbit. A network including over 150
stations in this country, plus the BBC and
the Canadian and Australian Broadcasting
Companies, was set up." Harvey quotes a
BBC estimate that "over 40 million people
worldwide were exposed to the event"
through the promotion, and claims"Skylift
For Skylab" was "the single largest and
most publicized radio promotion since Orson
Welles's 'War Of The Worlds.'"
Of course, the psychic effort didn't work,
and when Skylab finally fell in the Australian
outback, KFRC/San Francisco was there to
obtain alarge chunk of the atmosphere-fried
space station. Former PD Les Garland is
pictured with the fragment above.
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the

#1

FM 1100 plan

MUSIC FORMAT IN CHICAGO ( AM & FM)
FOR 7 CONSECUTIVE YEARS!*

the1PM11O Oplan

#1

ALL RADIO IN LATEST CHICAGO ARBITRON*
(UP AGAIN TO NEW HIGH, BEATING ALL AM's & FM's)

o

SHARE
IN CHICAGO

EVERY NEW TAPE IS NOW READY FOR IMMEDIATE SYNDICATION!
OVER 100 STATIONS ALREADY SOLD ...

We invite you to share our success. Find out how we beat
all syndicators, all competitors and all formats year
after year! We'll show you how to win in your market
too! All at afraction of your own programming costs.
WE HAVE 3 WINNING FORMATS

• ALL COUNTRY • ALL CONTEMPORARY • CUSTOM BEAUTIFUL MUSIC
You pick your target demo . . . and we'll
deliver the winning mix and rotation
Li 18-49

u 25-49

Ei 25-54

INTERESTED?

Call us for demos and complete information on
how you can be awinner in your market.
Visit our Chicago suite during NAB Aug. 16-19 at Hyatt Regency

the FM 11 O

O

plan

John Hancock Center • Suite 3112
875 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60611
(312) 440-3123
•18+ ARBITRON SPRING 1981, ARBITRON 1974-1981, MSA AVERAGE /
4 HOUR.
1

Piling On The Envelopes

THERE'S ONE ON EVERY STAFF

Whoever said " you have to be crazy to be a disc

jockey" probably had no idea to what lengths certain
"pilots of the airwaves" would go for alittle publicity. Jock
stunts have been with us from the very beginning of
radio.
Since the very first time an air personality locked himself into the con-

Pictured above is a model perched upon over 375,000 postcards
generated for KNXILos Angeles's "1070 Contest," in which $ 10,700 cash
was given to 10 biweekly drawing winners. Radio stations have rarely
been shy about tying up the local post offices with big response contests. Historically, one of the biggest volume promotions is the school
spirit variety, in which area high schools compete for a stationsponsored attraction by sending in as many postcards or letters as possible. Through the years the prizes have evolved from sock hops to live
band concerts to mobile discos, but the principle has remained sound,
with responses ranging up into the millions.

trol room and played the same record over and over and over again, Jocks
have been involved in highbrow activities like tower-sitting and more ear-

Thons, Thons, And More Thons

thly pursuits like being buried underground — naturally, broadcasting all
the way. More modern
times have given us
getting drunk on the
air ( just to prove a

Charity Begins On Radio

point), record-breaking
roller-coaster rides, imprisonment, sitting in

Public service organizations have always found radio a willing
partner, especially when radio personalities were involved. St. lude's
Children's Hospital in Memphis began using radio as a primary fundraising medium back in the sixties, " The Danny Thomas/St. Jude's
Radiothon" became an annual event for many contemporary stations.
The charity/radio connection was modified

mains the walk-athon money- raising cham-

spaghetti, climbing
mountains, and too

somewhat in 1970 when the March Of Dimes

pion

¡oined forces with WCOUColumbus to stage

Dimes told R&R, "We couldn't even approach

many others to men-

a " walk-athon." The station became the "of-

these amounts without radio."

tion.
As an example of

ficial sponsor" of the event and went on apro-

The " thon" concept has blossomed into

motional campaign to insure massive listener

almost as many variations as there are

participation.

charities needing help Bike-athons. skate-a'

Just how bizarre some Jock stunts can get, Larry " Snortln'" NOrtOn of
WGRO/Buffalo recently broke : he world's record for the longest continuous radio broadcast, staying on the air for an exhausting 484 hours!
Which only proves that when astaff of radio announcers is put together,
at least one of them will be crazy enough to try something alittle or alot
out of the ordinary.

THE
GREATEST
RADIO
PROMOTIONS
OF ALL TIME
The Industry's Newspaper

Today there are March Of Dimes walk-a-

As Doralece Lipoli of the March Of

thons, jog- athons, swim- athons, dance- a-

thons in virtually every metropolitan area.

thons, wake-athons, sing-athons, and weight-

According to the March of Dimes national of-

athons are just afew of the many ways sta-

fice, the city of Baltimore, where several radio

tions have gotten promotionally involved and

stations cosponsor the walk each year, re-

proved over and over that charity begins on
radio

More Copies Available While Supplies Last.
For Each Additional Copy Please Send $ 10.00
(includes postage and handling) to:
"GREATEST RADIO PROMOTIONS..."
Radio Er Records
1930 Century Park West
Los Angeles, CA 90067
(allow 4-6 weeks for processing)
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ARE YOU AS PROFITABLEAS YOU COULD BE?

NEW WORLD MEDIA
A FULL SERVICE RADIO CONSULTING FIRM
Foe a long tune the current format "whiz kid" be•
tween jobs working out of his kitchen became POOF
"The Consultant". Radio just hasn't behaved as professionally as it should. At New World Media our goal
is your profitability/ That's why our service addresses
key areas of your operation that can be improved.
Often, this does not mean a wholesale change in format or personnel. Are your available resources being
tapped properly? Through research and a market
competitive analysis. we determine the potential of
your station and formulate agame plan utilizing cost
conscience budgeting. Then, New World Media implements a strategy to increase your market, share
While we wait. New World Media can make sales re
commendations to increase billing quickly. We en
courage sales and programming people to join forces
to night the admmon battle outside the station. Not
each other.

NM\

You see, New World Media is the only consulting firm
with programming people who have won major
awards like Billboard's major market Station of the
Year and Programmer of tie Year awards three times
in a row for our work at KFRC San Francisco. It
hasn't been done Since! Our experience includes work
with KFRC San Francisco, KEGL Dallas Ft. Worth.
KI-1.1 Los Angeles, KNUS DaJas. WHBQ Memphis.
KGB San Diego. CKLW D.troit, KILT Houston. and
KW' Dallas over the years. Why are we different?
Because we have recruited a team of the top people
from the fields of programming, research, sales.
music and production. For example. if your station
needs short term guidance in a particular area, we
key an expert to meet those needs. Is our extra service expensive? We think not considering the internal savings we can affect or the billing we'll add to
your station.

NEW WORLD MEDIA

It

(813)392-2218

I'm Michael Spears,
President.
New World Media

RESEARCH
MARKETING
PROGRAM DESIGN
7ALENT SEARCH
FORMAT MAINTENANCE
IMPROVING COMMERCIAL PRODUCTION
SALES
MANAGEMENT
ADVERTISING
MAKE COMPETITIVE ANAL YSIS

YOUR PROFITABLE
RADIO STATION

is one of the greatest SALES PROMOTIONS in the
history of radio.
... is CONSISTENT, adding $ 50,000+ first quarter
billing at low cost.
... is super CLEAN on air.
... is licensed to over 130 stations you recognize.
... is the

Call Us Today and We Will Put It To Work For You!!
Richard Styles, Sales Manager
ALFREDO MARKETING & MANAGEMENT CORPORATION
319-557-8441

Nowhere
American

is

radio's

scene

impact

on

demonstrated

the
more

dramatically than in its power to attract
people to mass gatherings. Whether for a
sponsored concert, a fireworks/music
combination, a trade fair, or a plain old
picnic, the crowds who flock to radiopromoted events are among the biggest
ever assembled in this country. Some of
the

most

notable

radio

rallies

are

highlighted in words and pictures on this
page.

One radio rally that developed in unexpected

taken to blowing up disco records on the air to

directions was WLUPIChlcago's "Disco Demolition"

massive positive listener response. The Loop decid-

crack White Sox fireworks squad at Dahl's command. The crowd went absolutely nuts. Dahl and

in Comiskey Park. Conceived at the height of the

ed to try to channel the energy of the ' Insane Coho

company saluted the crowd and tooled off the field

anti- disco backlash,

to a thunderous chant of ' Disco Sucks.' "

hearted show of solidarity for fans of the Loop's

Lips,' Steve's anti- disco army, which had grown to
10,000 members. It appeared to be avery positive

controversial air personality Steve Dahl (
now with

pro- rock & roll promotion."

left the field with Dahl. The crowd surged onto the
grass for an hour, and the umpires declared only the

it was planned as a light-

"Disco Demolition Night" was set up for a

WLS-FM/ChIcago). When the rally was over, the

But trouble followed as the Sox security staff

playing field was in tatters, the next ballgame was

twinight doubleheader with the Detroit Tigers. 98e

second forfeit in American League history. Still,

cancelled,

and a vast amount of publicity was

and adisco album was the fee, and WLUP expected

despite ( or because of) the glare of national media

generated. AOR Consultant and then- PD of WLUP

about 10,000 people; but about 55,000 ( 8000
over official capacity) were in the park by the time of

attention,

Jesse Bullet relates the relevant incidents.

the demolition, which Bullet describes.
"Steve Dahl and his sidekick Garry Meier had

-More

than 20,000 were blown skyward by the

the promotion worked in the ratings.

"When it was over," Bullet recalls, " the Loop came
in with a 7.3, up from 5.3 to become the number
one contemporary radio station in the market."

ALL'S FAIR
Through the years, two natural radio
"enemies," sales and programming, have
managed to bury their differences long enough
to stage some very creative and lucrative joint
promotions. Perhaps the first of these revenueproducing ventures was " Bridal Fair." In the mid-

*11113 BIG

caolvos

sixties, B~idal Fair began as away for stations to
both create an event for listeners and bring
some new advertisers into the fold. The promotion was an actual event to which listeners were
invited ( usually young, engaged female
listeners) so that they might examine everything
from the latest in wedding attire to toasters,
blenders, and electric fondue sets. Stations
would sell " sponsorships" to appropriate clients,

The 4th of JJ1y, with its summer positioning and colorful traditions, is the

and the hair would be held. Theoretically, the
new-found sponsors would then be converted

perfect holiday for radio to mobilize the masses. Stations have been sponsoring
fireworks displays for years, providing music and refreshments and growing more

into reguIar buyers of radio advertising and the

sophisticated every year in devising ways to coordinate sound and visuals for

formative day courtesy of their favorite radio sta-

maximum effect.
Among the biggest gatherings over the 4th in 1981 were KMOXISt. Louis's

tions.

listeners who attended would remember an in-

Since Bridal Fair, stations have taken the " fair

"Veiled Prophet Fair," 01071WashIngton's Beach Boys concert, and WTWR/De-

concept to all the logical extensions, includin

troit's countdown spectacular. The KMOX riverfront affair, featuring water and air

listeners of all ages and genders. There hay(
been very successful " Teen Fairs," " Musli

shows, acrobats, the Blue Angels' aerial exploits, the St. Louis Symphony, and
fireworks, drew somewhere between 650,000 and amillion people. Q1 07's concert at the Washington Monument, a repeat of 1980's hugely successful show,

Fairs," " Movie Fairs," " Garage Sales," " Sport

attracted around half amillion ( acrowd cross-section is pictured). WTWR staged

Fairs," and the all- encompassing " Zoo World
(pictured) originally staged by KZEW/Dallas

the traditional greatest hits of all time countdown with fireworks in Hart Plaza

These promotions have proved plentiful and prol

downtown, and nearly reached the million mark ( crowd pictured above). On a
short-term basis, these holicay rallies dominate the city's news; over the long haul

itable over the years and they will doubtless con

they can become alocal tradition firmly identified with the sponsoring station and a

join forces for some creative work on " the bot

high point of the year for thousands of citizens.

tom line."
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tinue as Sales Managers and Program Director.
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Music, Lyrics & Creative Sound
CONTACT: SAM K. KOLTUN 212-982-6316

Concerts That Never Were
With atip of the hat to Orson Welles and his historic " War Of The Worlds" broadcast, radio
in the modern era has not forgotten the power of imagination.
In 1974 WNOE New Orleans received acall from the regional office of the Internal Revenue
Service. The agent on the phone wanted to know just who
was promoting the concert that WNOE was broadcasting
because apparently the promoters had neglected to file
the proper forms with the IRS. The concert, of course,
was " Fantasy Park, - a 50-hour concert of the mind conceived, written, and produced by McLendon Broadcasting

The Christmas Wish
Radio's ability to tap into the fantasies of
its listeners has made for some very creative
and emotionally satisfying promotions. Under
the consultation of Bill Drake, the RKO stations
staged aseasonal promotion which ran for several years
called the " Christmas Wish."
Around December first of each year listeners were
asked to write the station aletter describing in detail their
own personal Christmas wishes. Then, for about two
weeks prior to Christmas the station would grant selected
wishes on the air. Quite often people would ask for things
not for themselves, but for those less fortunate. For example, asocial worker in Detroit wrote CKLW asking for
a new pair of winter boots for several of the young
children in her day-care center. The recorded promos
granting such wishes were so heartwarming that the radio
station's image was enhanced far beyond any mometary
expenditures necessary to make the wishes come true.
Holidays have inspired other variations on the
Christmas Wish theme . . . in recent years many stations
have offered to fly loved ones from anywhere in the
world to spend Thanksgiving with their families in their
hometowns. Such station-initiated family reunions create
the kind of goodwill that is not soon forgotten by those
directly involved and all those who hear about the promotion. Satisfying listener fantasies can be time-consuming,
but ask any programmers or managers involved in such a
promotion, and they'll tell you the rewards are more than
worth the efforts.

in Dallas. In its first run on stations all over the country
listeners were enthralled with an awesome talent lineup
no single concert promoter could ever hope to assemble.
Despite the disclaimers, more than afew fans phoned stations asking for directions to the concert site. " Fantasy
Park" was redone in 1975 and again in 1979.
Other similar nonexistent concerts followed, such as
the very successful country version " Hickory Creek,"
also from McLendon, and Drake-Chenault's ' round-theworld romp via satellite "Secom I."
Even with the tightened disclaimer rules regarding
these " fantasy concerts," listeners still hear only what
they want to hear. During a recent running of Hickory
Creek Reunion at KTFX/Tulsa, two buses of listeners all
the way from Amarillo showed up at the station demanding directions to the concert. Quite often radio is at its
best when it can stimulate the imagination of the eager
masses.

WGN Helps Repay WWII Heroism
The " Listener Fantasy"-type contest offers radio stations achance to reap immense community ( and sometimes national) goodwill by making the right choice of a winning fantasy.
WGN/Chicago Program Manager Daniel Fabian relates an inspiring example of just such achoice.
"Our morning man Wally Phillips ran a " Fantasy Contest" last summer ( 1980), inviting listeners to submit their
ultimate fantasies. There was a preliminary screening of
over 5000 fantasy wishes. As it turned out, the person
who won (
Mandy Evans) had been smuggled out of Europe
during WWII, and she wanted to repay the woman who
literally saved her life, hiding her on a houseboat for
almost ayear and mothering her during adifficult period
of childhood. Lieske Van Kessel also played an important
part in the organized underground, saving the lives of Jews
and American pilots, while her own husband lost his life
after rescuing Evans's sister from battleground territory.
"Evans's fantasy was to bring Van Kessel to the U.S.

to tour the country ( her first visit). From March 7to April
7, 198 Ithe two women toured the country including a
half-hour private audience with President Reagan. This
was done in concert with KLM/Dutch Airlines and the
Hilton Hotel chain, who provided hotel accommodations
and overseas air travel. WGN provided S1500 in spending
money plus domestic travel arrangements. Peripheral
benefit came in the form of additional program material,
as Wally followed Mandy and Aunt Lieske around the
country and literally into the Oval Office.
"We wound up getting national exposure out of it.
The stakes were obviously high, but the return was such
that we are now beginning asecond contest."

How " Fantasy Baseball" Almost Turned Real
Of course, imaginary concerts are not the only theater-of-themind events radio stations have created. The potential for these simulations is as limitless as the station's imagination.

The baseball strike of 1981 has given many stations the opportunity to exercise their creativity. Along with recreations or rebroadcasts of past games, a
number of stations have invented " fantasy baseball" broadcasts, recreated from the
results of dice games (as in the case of WITS/Boston) or created out of the air and onto
the air, as KFMB/San Diego did.
KFMB carried its " Fantasy Baseball" promotion a step further by inviting 3200
listeners (qualified by phone calls) to Jack Murphy Stadium to hear the live broadcast of a
fantasy game, called by the station's announcing team, with free food, drinks, T-shirts,
and posters given away. Program/Operations Manager Mark Larson explains further:
"The idea was a 'co-germ' between Paul Pcérner, our General Manager. and myself.
We thought, ' Why not just have the Padres keep on playing?' We talked about the
possibility of creating fantasy games, and so we did it, starting off with the June 18 game
we staged out at the stadium.
"A funny thing that happened during the stadium broadcast was that we heard from
alot of people who thought the strike was over! The ad-libbing sounded so real! With
the sound effects and the crowd included, you would swear it was areal game.
"What this promotion has really done for KFMB, besides all of the tremendous international visibility, is that it's gotten diehard baseball fans involved in the rest of the station and the personalities. Any baseball station has the problem of having loyal listeners
who listen through all dayparts, those who listen to the dayparts outside of baseball, and
then the real tough ones who listen to baseball only...
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Thanks To The Greatest
Radio Promotion Partners
Of All Time
Six Flags Magic Mountain salutes LA.'s radio
stations that have helped to build
a better Mountain during 1981.

KLAC
•Coca-Cola Cowboy Month
•Third Annual Country Talent Search
•KLAC Birthday Party

KMET
•School's Out Party
•Friday Date Nights

KFI
•March of Dimes Superwalk Celebration
•Roaring Rapids River Rafting

KIIS -FM
•The Great Rock & Roll Time Machine

KDAY
•SuperSkate

KPRZ
•Christian Music Talent Search

SIX FLAGS

MAGIC
MOUNTAIN

We've built abetter Mountain!

MASCOTS
Looking for increased visibility? It's hard to imagine anything
more likely to stop traffic and attract attention than asix-foot
chicken, duck, beaver, frog, gorilla, fox, or monster from
space with your call letters on its chest. That's the theory
behind station mascots, which appear at community events,
sports contests, shopping centers, station promotions, or join
visiting celebrities, all to help the radio station gain notice
(and notoriety). Here we've presented a varied cross-section
of costumed animal mascots (plus one of WMAQ/Chicago's
famed Dancing Dollars), along with special features on the
most well-known live mascots, the KGB Chicken, and the most
famous station symbol, the WMMS Buzzard.

The KGB Chicken Saga
Thanks to KGB/San Diego's energetic promotion and the inspired antics of
Ted Glannoulas, the KGB Chicken became the nation's most famous mascot
and anational celebrity in his own right. Giannoulas, the man inside the colorful costume, was a fixture at (first) San Diego and (later) sporting events all
across the country, inspiring countless baseball and other sports teams to take a
leaf from radio's book and adopt mascots of their own. Eventually KGB and
Giannoulas quarrelled over outside appearances and even went to court to
establish ownership of the original chicken suit; we may never know which
came first, the chicken or the ego, but while the partnership lasted, it was
always an entertaining and valuable arrangement, and Giannoulas has gone on
to continued fame as the San Diego Chicken. KGB-FM GM Jim Prtce discusses
the Chicken's origin below.
"KGB-AM&FM used to do alot ot simulcasting. When they split in 1974 to Top 40 on AM and AOR
on FM. we came up with abillboard concept to show the stations were different. The top of the billboard
said the non-identical twins.' Below that was acaricature of achicken. To his left was an egg painted one
way that indicated AM. On the other side was an egg painted psychedelically, which indicated FM.
We were sitting around thinking of ways to get the word out that we were now two distinct stations.
AM PD Ron Jacobs suggested we cam,over the billboard's chicken theme by hiring someone in achicken
suit. We put astaffer into apapier mach.e chicken costume and put the KGB call letters on him and put
him out on the street. He started getting reaction
The guy in the chicken suit decided to switch to the station's sales department, so we went out to San
Diego State to ask anyone in the radio department if they wanted the job of playing the chicken. That's
when Ted Giannoulas took over, and the rest is history.
"I'm the one who, down tise line, resisted efforts to put more than one guy in the suit, which as it
turned out, probably would have been the better idea. What happened with the Chicken. Inow look back
in retrospect, was ablessing in disguise. Although the Chicken made us money commercially, and drew
attention to the station, we never figured out 4 way to tie listening to KGB with the Chicken. It never induced listening to the station ; you didn't have to listen to KGB to see the Chicken. When the chicken was
gone, we were forced to look at promotions that directly increased listening to the station"

The Flash Of The Buzzard
Although imaginary mascots or symbols ( like the Big Kahuna of 60's
fame) were not unknown before WMMS/Cleveland introduced its Buzzard,
that malevolent feathered figure has become the best-known station symbol in
the country. Throughout the seven years since its adoption, WMMS has never
put a person in a buzzard .suit to make personal appearances. It was and remains acharacter of the imagination, so ingrained in the public consciousness
(through
"Buzzard"

extensive

mechandising

and

advertising)

are perceived as synonymous.

that " WMMS"

and

WMMS Advertising/Marketing

Director Dan Garfinkel outlines the histcry and philosophy behind the Buzzard.
-Back

in 1974. Cleveland was r really bad shape, so abuzzard tie-in seemed kind of appropriate.

The phrase the wrath of the buzzard' was making the rounds here.
"PD John Gorman really kked a .:artron (sent in by alistener protesting agag on ahumorous show).
Gorman decided he would be the right guy to draw the Buzzard That guy was David Helton, and the first
thing he drew for us was a 'Wrath of the Buzzard ad that showed the Buzzard chewing up pieces of paper
with our competition's call letters on them.
"We've done Buzzard TV spot; which David animates himself, plus billboards, bumper stickers, bus
cards, newspapers, and magazines. In the way of merchandise, we've done over 20 T-shirt designs incorporating the Buzzard, plus bate wood airplanes, drinking glasses, halter tops, picnic jugs, sunglasses,
stickpins, two different picture discs, calendars, Beetle boards, aThunder Buzzard race boat, and adrag
racer Thunder Buzzard, as well as our van
"We've never actually put the Biazzm'cl into acostume as areal person because David's such agreat
artist that it would be very difficult tD create acostume and then find aperson who could fulfill the imaginary character who's been established Plus we don't really feel a need for it, when we promote in
public. we have our personalties there
"The Buzzard has evolved alot, rsmsially in looks. When David first drew him, he had acrook in his
neck and was pretty sleazy-looking He's since had neck surgery to get his neck straightened out, gotten a
haircut and ashave, and is acleaner-cm character now "
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Certain Shrewd
Programmers Are
Taking Advantage
Of Us.

Bob Abbott
WGOL-FM
Debi Adams
WWGS-AM
Steve Allen
WOMP-FM
Matt Allison
WRTB-FM
Warrei Ashmore
WRNB-AM
Dave Banks
WPRR-FM
Gabe Baptiste
WXLP-FM
Frank Bell
WSQV-FM
Jay Bent
WSME-AM/FM
David Bernstein
WAAF-FM
Jce Biedrzycki
WGIR-FM
Dick Blackman
WOWD-FM
Randy Bongarten
WGFM-FM
George Bradt
WBRU-FM
Jimmy Branham
WMIK-FM
Scott Brody
KBBY-FM
Bob Brooks
KQFM-FM
Dave Brown
WWDC-FM
Alan Browning
KLPX-FM
Larry 3ruce
KGB- FM
Loretta Burkholder
WJSY-FM
Wayne Carlyle
WYNG-AM
Bob Carson
KFMR-FM
Dan Caruso
WOVE- FM
Howard Castle
WSYR-FM
Bob Ciurch
WDIZ-FM
Mark Clarcq
WATN-AM
Terry Lee Collins
WXIL-FM
Phil C]nrad
WOKL-AM
Barry Cooper
KODI-AM
Jay Ccoper
KYYS-FM
Dan Cok
KOZZ-FM
Les Cook
WYFE-FM
Carey Curelop
WABX-FM
Paul Curreri
WGRF-FM
Mike Daniels
WMAD-FM
Doug hvis
KHYS-FM
Dave Dean
WMGX-FM
Pat DEisch
WSWF-FM
Gary Dickson
WKQQ-FM
John Domanski
WKXW-FM
John Driscoll
WZUU-AM/FM
Terry Drouhard
KSKU-FM
Chuck DuCoty
WIYY-FM
Paul Dunn
WNGS-FM
Jack Emery
KTYL-FM
Brent Farris
KNVR-FM
Ty Ford
WIYY-FM

Terry Fox
KADI-AM/FM
Jack Fredericks
WALZ-FM
Brad Fuhr
WSPT-FM
WFMV-FM
George Fuller
Art Fulton
KFFM-FM
Jim Gardner
KB lu FM
Roger W. Garrett
KRBE-FM
Johnny Gauthier
KWLB-FM
Chuck Geiger
WK _C- FM
Scott Gentry
KISN-FM
Doug Gillan
WIBW-FM
Bill Goldsmith
KDON-FM
WMMS-FM
John Gorman
Dan Gregory
WPRT-FM
Lee Roy Hansen
KSJO-FM
Will Hanson
KPKY-FM
Sid Hardt
KYYY-FM
John Hart
KZIO-FM
George Hawras
WGRQ-FM
John Heimerl WZAM-AM/WMYK-FM
Jim Henneman
KIZZ-FM
Louisa Henson
WLRS-FM
Doug Hill
ACRN
Ron Hill
WCIR-AM/FM
Doug Hoffman
WETZ-FM
Dick Hungate
WYSP-FM
Tom Hunter
WMJQ-FM
Dick Hyatt
WBFM-FM
Bo Jagger
KFMX-FM
Jim James
KCAL- FM
Doctor John
WCI_G-FM
Earl Johnsen
KLIZ-FM
Craig Johnson
KDXT-FM
Bobby Kay
WZKX-FM

Laura Keller
KQAA-FM
Kris Kelly
WXQR-FM
Kathy Koledin
WGFT-AM
Joe Krause
WFBQ-FM
Kerry Lambert
WIMZ-FM
Dave Lange
WDVE-FM
Rod Lewis KASH-AM/KSND-FM
Dave Logan
WLAV-FM
Andy Lockridge
KATT-AM/FIV
Jeff Lucifer
KGB- AM
Dave Lyons
WHKC-FM
Al Malmberg
KROC-FM
Chuck Martin
KWST-FM
Keith Mason
WDNL-FM
Nathan Mathis
WQBZ-FM
Jeff McCarthy
WXEZ-FM
Bill McCown
WANS-FM
Randy McDaniel
KVAA-AM
Kevin McKenzie
WJDY-FM
Neal McNeal
WLSQ-AM
Stuart McRae
WXUS-FM
Rad Messick
WFYV-FM
Arin Michaels
KLAQ-FM
Tony Michaels
KOIO-AM
Frank Mitchell
WW00-FM
Larry Moffet
KGGO-FM
Scott Muni
WNEW-FM
Pat Nanney
WAGY-AM
Chris Norton
WEZX-FM
Gayle Olson
WIRX-FM
Ray Oresco
KRFD-FM
Tom Owens
KZEW-FM
Paul Jayton
WCCC-FM
Tom Peeler
WQXX-FM

Thank You.
We Love lit!
!mu

NBC Radio'sYoung Adult Network

Rick Perry
Wfv'RV-FM
Rick Peters
WWWL-FM
Keith Peterson
VVLST-FM
Rick Peterson
WANCT-FM
Jim Poore
WKKI-FM
Mark Pope
KLYK-FM
Gary D owley
WPVG-FM
Red beard
VVZXR-AM
Barry Richards
WAIL- FM
Alan 3ichmond
KNAX-FM
Chris River
WOVV-FM
Don Robbs
KHVH-AM
Mike Roberts
WIZY-FM
Rick Robinson
VVSCZ-FM
Russ Rountree
KVSF-AM
Steve Runner
WAPI-FM
Michael Russell
K OK- FM
Jeff Sattler KDJQ-AM/KCKB-FM
Jim Schaeffer
KIDX-FM
Art Schroeder
K> DA FM
Bob Senn
KTMS-FM
Dick Sheppard
KMGN-FM
Mark Silver
\
NIMI-FM
Carey Sinton
<IDO FM
Frank Smith
WILS-FM
Alan Sneed
WKLS-AM/FM
Tim Spencer
KISS- FM
Steve Spillman
WXXX-AM
Kevir St. John
WIZM-FM
John Stealey
KNFO-FM
Mark Stevens
WQXM-FM
Glenn Stewart
WYMX-FM
Pat Still
WLVQ-FM
Al Strauss
WPGU-FM
Phil Strider
KBPI-FM
Jesse Summers
KENO- FM
Tom —euber
WMET-FM
Kent Thurston
WTOS-FM
Nils Von Veh
KZOK-FM
Dale Walker
VVDDJ-FM
Glenn Walters
WKKY-FM
Steve Ward
\
NOSH- FM
Mark Watkins
KRFG-FM
Doug Weldon
WSGF-FM
Rick West
WXKE-FM
Ken Williams
WGLU-FM
Dick Wilson
KYYS-FM
Alan Young
KQRS-AM/FM
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MONEY I
NYOUR POCKET!
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TM Special Projects has wrapped up your
yearend holiday season into one big six-week
package that will make these paid holidays
pay you TM's " Holiday Country" package
includes:
• "Thanksgiving C,Iountry" (6hours)
•TM's "
Christmas Country" ( 12 hours)
• "ACouniry New Year" (6hours)

f

I.

t

1

Each "Holiday Country" special is bursting
with features, events, traditions, and music
that celebrate these great American holidays.
Plus, ten minutes of commercial avails per
hour give your sales staff the perfect way to
tie-up extra holiday dollars early!
Now's the time to plan for an extra joyous
holiday season with " Holiday Country" 'call
TM Special Projects collect at 214-634-8511.
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